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"How to Take 10 Years off Your Appearance"

"What Not to Wear Over 50"

"How to Dress at 50"

We’ve all seen variations of these titles - which usually end up being some

patronizing, insulting or, at best, humorous article, dictating how to dress

"correctly" at 50.  Because apparently, when you hit 50,  suddenly everything

you've ever thought about fashion or getting dressed changes, leaving you with

a list of do's and don't's and lots of confusion.

Let's all throw the B.S.  flag right here and now, ok?

Instead of rules and don'ts, let's focus on embracing  (or reinventing) our

personal style.  Let's make getting dressed something that enhances

our confidence and our mood so that we can focus on what really matters.

Here are some simple steps we can take to help us look youthful, not young and

current, not trendy.  But more importantly, these are easy (and essentially free)

ways to feel more vibrant, confident, and beautiful each day when we

#justgetdressed.

5 Easy Steps to Elevate Your

Style -- At Any Age



Hair & Make-up
Talk to your stylist, or to the stylist of a friend whose hair you admire, and get a

consultation. Go to the make-up counter of a favorite brand and ask for an update

(or let me help you with Beautycounter or EVER make-up). If you've been wearing

the same hairstyle and make-up since the kids were in diapers, it's time for an

update. I've been guilty of hanging on to length and an old style...and every time I

update I feel revitalized. Not only have styles changed, but our coloring and skin

and hair texture have too.  My stylist and friend, Hollie Luber from  La

Creme in Natick, MA advises women over 50 to consider the following:

1.

"Don't be afraid to try something new and out of your comfort zone. Highlights around
the face is a fabulous way to add a soft glow.  A short cropped bob adds a little edge to

the classic bob and strengthens the jawline for a bit of a natural "lift".  Remember age is
just number and hair grows out, so try something new and you may just love it!"

https://www.stelladot.com/ever?s=bethroy


2.
Your Specs

Not many of us over 50 can get away without glasses....whether readers or the

"real thing" but this doesn't mean we are doomed to bifocals and glasses hung

from a chain around our neck. Pick the right eyeglasses and frames and you

could actually shave years off your look. Pick the wrong ones (or stick with a

dated look) and you can add years to your look. 

Here are some tips courtesy of verywellhealth.com:

So, if it's been a while since you updated your glasses, or it's time to take the

plunge and get them for the first time - get professional advice, and choose

frames that make you look and feel confident, comfortable and chic.

Shape: The shape of your frames should work in your favor to help you achieve a natural facelift. Look
for frames with eye shapes that are uplifting to the face. Softer and more rounded corners are more
desirable than sharp edges. Rounded corners help to soften the facial features and naturally lift the
features of the face. For aging women, cat-eye shapes have softer edges and provide a slight uplifting
appearance.
Color: When it comes to color, go for warmth. Cool and flashy tones are best left to the younger
generations. Warmer tones look great on us as we get older. . Look for frames in browns, berry tones,
and jewel tones
Style: What has made the current over-50 set unique is that, unlike previous generations, they are not
afraid to experiment with colors and different shapes. Look for deeper shapes with a retro look. These
are great for those who are truly young at heart and want just a little more style in their eyewear.



3.
Shoes

This is a tough one because shoes are the most functional thing we wear, and it's

important for our health and comfort that they not destroy our feet, Thankfully, with

age comes wisdom, and we're smart enough to NOT wear shoes that make us

crippled in pain.  Many of us (i.e. me) in our younger days would grin and bear it (i.e.

take Tylenol and a glass of wine;) to survive a night in killer heels.  No more.

That said, there's no need to simply give up and wear frumpy shoes in the name of

comfort.  There are other options out there - brands that are designed to be both

comfortable and good-looking (what took them so long?)  I'm a personal fan of

Vionic and Blondo,  but everyone's feet are different, so you have to try for yourself. 

Here are some tips to help in the search: 

Look for shoes that show more of the foot and have a more flattering vamp (that's the
part of the shoe on the top of the foot).  Usually the more simple the vamp, the
more flattering the shoe, so stay away from shoes with lots of busy straps.    
A lighter footbed is helpful too, like cork or natural roping.   Black footbeds can look
heavy and clunky, not the adjectives we're going for here.  
Thanks to the hot ath-leisure trend, sneakers are now everywhere, so get yourself a cool
pair of updated sneaks to wear casually and on the weekends.  Go for slip-ons or
traditional tie sneakers in neutral colors (white leather is the most on-trend right now)
and consider brands like Nike, Adidas or New Balance.

http://www.discoverpeach.com/s/bethr
http://bit.ly/33A46oD
http://bit.ly/2C0q6yo
http://bit.ly/2BydoWL
http://www.discoverpeach.com/s/bethr
http://bit.ly/2P076Hu


4.
Accessorize. Accessorize. 

And, Accessorize.

Think of the some of the most put-together and fashionable people you know.

There's a good chance they keep their basic outfit formulas pretty simple and

sleek.  Maybe jeans, a t-shirt and booties.  Or, perfectly fitting black pants,

pumps, and a fitted jacket.  But what sets them apart?  

Is it the way they add a killer necklace?  Or the way they skip the necklace and

wear playful earrings?  Or maybe it's the graphic print scarf they effortlessly

add to a monochromatic look.  Or maybe they are minimalists and wear

modern but classic, delicate jewelry everyday, and that is their trademark. 

Accessories are the key, my friend.  They transform your classic basics and

make them look different every time you wear them.  And, best of all, they are

how you can reflect your personality,  differentiate yourself...and have fun.

"Never underestimate the power of a cool necklace."
 ~ Beth Roy, B.Styled

 How you accessorize is the single most powerful,  easy, and cost-effective ways to
create an elevated, fabulous look.

Repeat after me:

http://www.stelladot.com/ts/sc864
http://www.stelladot.com/bethr
http://www.stelladot.com/ts/sc864


5.
Get Your Closet Basics in

Order
It's easy to get distracted by all the fun trends, colors, and patterns that get

introduced each season. But I firmly believe that the reason so many of us

have a "closet full of clothes and nothing to wear" is that we neglect the

essential, building blocks of a great wardrobe.  These items aren't fun or

exciting, in fact, they are usually neutral and classic (and an investment),

but without them, it is VERY difficult to create a great look every day. You

can see my Basic Essentials guide here. 

The B.Styled Style System helps you create a wardrobe that builds on

these year 'round essentials with guidance and suggestions for the best fit

and cut to work with your individual budget, figure, and style.  And from

there, we add seasonal additions, trends, and accessories that make it easy

to create outfits you love, and that make you feel comfortable, confident

and pulled together. Head to my website home page for the current

program offering. 

https://bstyledbybeth.com/top-10-wardrobe-essentials/
http://www.bstyledbybeth.com/
http://www.bstyledbybeth.com/

